JOIN US ON OCTOBER 21 TO CELEBRATE
HUMAN ACHIEVEMENT DAY!

"We are all achievers, whether nurturing a child to maturity or business to profitability, writing a
song, poem, business plan, or dissertation, laying the bricks to a building, designing it, or
arranging for its financing."
Looking to usher in a post-pandemic world that overcomes the polarization afflicting our
society? Then mark October 21, the anniversary of Thomas Edison’s invention of a workable
lightbulb, as Human Achievement Day! If we want more lightbulbs shining above our heads,
symbolizing new human-enhancing ideas in our minds, ready to be made real, take that day to:
•Raise your consciousness. We’re living in the best era in human history, but often take our
wonderful world for granted. In past centuries, the Enlightenment replaced poverty and misery
with prosperity and health for much of humanity. Exponential infotech, biotech, nanotech, AI and
robotics can create a future of undreamed-of affluence with long, enhanced lives for all!
•Focus on the foundations of achievement. That foundation is your mind which, to achieve
your goals, must be educated, entrepreneurial, innovative, imaginative, inspired, and
introspective. Take stock of your greatest creation, your own mind and moral character!
•Renew our culture. The values, priorities, assumptions, and expectations that constitute our
culture influence our personal goals and actions as well as our whole society. Let’s replace
pessimism, nihilism, and anger with optimism, purpose, and joy in achievement!
How can you celebrate this day?
•Take time with family, friends and children, at home, school, workplace or community, to reflect
on the achievements that enrich our lives, and plan for your future achievements.
•Post on social media links to https://humanachievementalliance.org/human-achievement-day/,
with a personal note about the achievements of which you’re most proud or to which you aspire.
•Visit www.humanachievementalliance.org for more info and to join the achievement movement!

